Aire

A symbol for Unity

The Aire collection is a light and adaptable range of tables and work benches. Synonymous to its design is a consistent design aesthetic, which supports the changing work landscape by providing flexibility in purpose.
Mario Ruiz has a 20 year product design career that spans furniture, technology, lighting, office and applied graphics.
A graduate in Industrial Design from the Elisava School of Design in Barcelona, Mario’s skill and multidisciplinary experience has seen him collaborate with in excess of 120 diverse companies worldwide on over 600 projects.
Mario has been acknowledged with more than 40 prestigious awards in Europe and the United States, including IF awards, Red Dot, Design Plus, Wallpaper awards 08 and Neocon awards 08.
For over 10 year Mario has also lectured at the Eina and zz design schools in Barcelona.
“Design in few words: who says a lot with very little,” guides Mario’s design sensibility.
Introducing Aire
The Aire Collection of work benches, meeting and fold tables were realised by Spanish designer, Mario Ruiz, in response to a progressive work landscape. Accommodating individual needs and team environments, Aire’s flexible design and customisation abilities, transform the space to support an array of working philosophies, including collaboration, retreat, formal and informal communication to name a few.
Aire’s harmonious design aesthetic echoes throughout the range and encourages a sense of connection between the user and the physical space it resides. A sense of connection within a supportive team culture can elicit feelings of ‘belonging’, which research suggests encourages engagement and productivity – unifying the needs of both the organisation and the individual worker and enabling a purposeful relationship to exist between the two.
Sharing common geometry, Aire couples light dexterity with strong performance through high quality aluminum and engineering. Splayed and straight leg options feature cast aluminium and steel support beams, able to support a three meter length top with only four legs. Aire’s slender table tops are available in soft edged radius’s and rectangular shapes and feature a multitude of finishes, enabling visual customisation within the various work settings.
Elegant and functional

Aire’s subtle cable management compliments various electrification preferences, by delicately enclosing wires within an upholstered mesh cover. The collection is compatible with a range of worktops, panels and accessories and fold tables are available in meeting and training room settings.
ColourLab
Designed for contemporary, commercial and living environments, the ColourLab Palette was developed by Giulio Ridolfo. The perception of light was a strong theme that influenced this considered palette of colour, encircling the purity of morning light, natural light, watercolours and winter sunset.
Legs and Understructure

MDF powder coat

Shine  Terra  Lipstick  Spring  Blush  Glacier
Lilac  Parchment  Black  Obsidian Glass  Ash  Strata

Metal powder coat

Mudbrick  Strata  Water  Parchment  Obsidian Glass  Ash
Black  Shine  Lilac  Glacier  Blush  Spring
Lipstick  Terra  Gunmetal Kinetic  Absolute Silver  Champagne  Garnet
Teak
Configurations
Configurations — Work Bench

Linear Work Bench
- 6 Leg
  - 1500mm - 1800mmW
  - 1200mm - 3000mmL
  - 720mmH

Shared Leg
- 1500mm - 1800mmW
- 2400mm - 7500mmL
- 720mmH

90 Degree Work Bench
- Linear
  - 1500mm - 1800mmW
  - 1200mm - 2400mmL
  - 720mmH
- Return
  - 600mm - 700mmW
  - 900mm - 1600mmL
  - 720mmH

Customise — Executive

Executive
- Aire can be coupled with Schiavello storage units to create thoughtful and considered executive settings.
Meeting

Glide

900mm - 1200mmW
900mm - 3000mmL
720mmH
minimum 150mm overhang
maximum 315mm

Castor

900mm - 1200mmW
900mm - 3000mmL
720mmH
minimum 150mm overhang
maximum 315mm

Pad

900mm - 1200mmW
900mm - 3000mmL
720mmH
minimum 150mm overhang
maximum 315mm
Fold

Training

- 850mm - 950mmW
- 1600mm - 2400mmL
- 720mmH
- available with a 60mm - 200mm inset from edge

Meeting

- 1000mm - 1200mmW
- 1600mm - 2400mmL
- 720mmH
- available with a 60mm - 200mm inset from edge

Options

Splayed Leg

Straight Leg

Cable Tray

Pad

Glide

Caster
Accessories – Panels

From a choice of fabric, PET, MDF, veneer, glass or metal, the Schiavello System Panels are a sturdy design built to be floor or desk-mounted.

Lettric

Lettric designed by Schiavello is a collection of various electrification options. Available in the Schiavello ColourLab powder coat range, Lettric features aluminium housing that enables personalisation to neat cable management.
Scope

Scope brings together a range of accessories based around a central accessory rail. Trays, shelves, panels and modesty's all form a part of the Scope solution. Comprising of shelving solutions, privacy panels and electricals for above and below the worktop.

Bento

Keep your desk in order with the Bento storage solution. The Bento Collection includes a landscape paper tray and a container tray with five multi-functional, modular containers which can be placed within the tray or as standalone elements.
Certified Green
Ecology and Sustainability

Schiavello's most important commitment to sustainability is the company-wide Environmental Management System under ISO 14001. The environmental design principles realised means we design for the environment, focusing on efficient energy use and minimum emissions, longevity and durability, re-use and recycling of our products.

Our principles of ME WE (Materials, Energy, Waste, Emissions) give us a simple way to think how our operations impact the environment.

Schiavello is a multi-disciplinary company dedicated to developing intelligent, inspiring, ecological and resilient solutions for the office, the home and public spaces.

Schiavello's concepts and products are developed in Australia by applying a design process that brings together the company's core design principles and engineering with the creativity of local and international designers.

The Schiavello Head Office and manufacturing facilities are integral elements of the Schiavello Philosophy. They provide the opportunity to develop a rich tapestry of knowledge that ultimately informs the right solutions and tools for an organisation and its people.

To find a Schiavello Showroom or partner in your area, please visit schiavello.com/location
1 – Unity

Noun
The state of being united or joined as a whole.

2 – Unite

Verb
Come or bring together for a common purpose or action.